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Abstract--Wachspresa has recently introduced [1] basis functions for rational finite dements which 
belong to the  dass C 1 , with pieces as Wachspress type rational po]ynomlal functions mainly of degree 
(8,2). We study here the dimension of the space of C 1 rational finite elements of Ww:hspress type 
with pieces of degree (k,1), (k > 1) over a partition into convex quadrilaterals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rational finite elements introduced by Wachspress [1-3] have emerged as interesting tools for 
surface generation with desired smoothness over a region which accepts a partition into polygons. 
Construction of convenient basis functions for rational finite elements, which are in C 1 , with pieces 
as Wnchspress type rational (Wr)-polynomial functions mainly of degree (8,2) has been discussed 
in [1]. These basis elements are linearly independent. However, it seems that the problem of 
determining the dimension of the space of all Cl-rational finite elements of Wachspress type has 
not been studied. We shall study here the dimension of the space of CLrational finite elements 
of Wachspress type with pieces of degree (k, 1) for any positive integer k > 1. 
2. REPRESENTATION OF RATIONAL ELEMENTS 
Let f~ be a domain in R 2 which accepts a partition A into convex quadrilaterals, which are 
nondegenerate into parallelograms or trapeziums (see Figure 1). Let a,/~, 7 respectively denote 
the number of quadrilaterals, interior edges and interior vertices in A. A Wachspress type linear 
finite element or a linear Wachspress type piecewise rational (Wpr)-function is a continuous 
function w defined on f~ whose restriction w on each quadrilateral Qj ~ A is of the form [3]: 
wj( ,y) = -1, (2.1) 
itZ4 
where rj is the exterior diagonal of Qj (j = 1, . . . ,  a) and lj,i represents the linear form which 
vanishes on side ejj  of Qj (ieZ4). A significant property of the linear Wpr-functious i that they 
reduce to linear polynomials along every edge of the partition [2]. In fact, it is this property 
that plays a very crucial role in determining the constraints required for the C 1 continuity of 
Wpr-functions for higher values of k. To see this, we first introduce a convenient representation 
of Wpr-functions. 
A function q defined on f~ is a Wpr-function of degree k(_> 1) if its restriction qj on each Qj 
is a function of the form: 
x m//n qj(z,y)= E ara,n + E bm,nzmynPJ(x'Y){rJ (z'y)}-l' (2.2) 
rnJrn<k m+nfk-1  
where pj is quadratic polynomial such that pj = £j,i(modrj), i¢Z4. In order to ensure that q is 
well defined, it will be assumed that the restriction of q along any edge common to two adjacent 
quadrilaterals Qi and Qj, coincides with the restriction of either qi or qj. We observe that the 
number of free parameters in each piece qj(j = 1, . . . ,  a) equals k + (k + 1)(k + 2)/2 = K say. 
Thus there are in all aK  free parameters in q. 
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Figure 1. Partition into quadrilaterals. 
3. DIMENSIONS OF Wpr-FUNCTION SPACES 
We shall first consider for convenience, partitions which satisfy the following condition. 
The common edge between any two quadrilaterals 
and their exterior diagonals meet at a point. (3.1) 
An interior vertex v in A will be called a singular vertex [4] if four edges meet at v with precisely 
two different slopes (see Figure 2). A singular vertex will be termed a degenerate singular vertex 
if condition (3.1) is violated by at least one pair of quadrilaterals around it (Figure 2(b)). 
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(a) Nmldegenerate singular vertex. (b) Degenerate singular vertex. 
Figure 2. Singular vertices. 
Any partition satisfying the foregoing condition will be denoted by A*. The space of all Wpr- 
functions of degree k and belonging to the class CI(A) will be denoted by W~(A). We shall first 
determine the dimension of the space W~(A*). From this, it is easy to indicate the method for 
determination of the dimension of W~(A). 
Let A* consist of two quadrilaterals Q1 and Q2 with a common edge e so that a = 2, ~ ----- 1, 
7 = 0 and let g be the linear form which vanishes on e. Since for any Wpr-function q, the pieces 
ql and q2 reduce to polynomials of degree k along e, k + 1 constraints in terms of values along 
e would be needed to ensure that q¢C(f~). We next observe that the derivative of qj(j - 1, 2) 
in the direction normal to e is a rational function of degree (k + 1, 2), which does not reduce to 
a polynomial along the edges of ~j.  However, it reduces to a rational function of degree (k, 1) 
along e. In view of Lemma 3.1 in [3], we see that the ratio of rl and r2 along e is a constant. 
Thus it is enough to apply k + 1 constraints in terms of normal derivatives along e to ensure that 
q¢Cl(f~). Therefore the dimension of WI(A *) in this case is given by 
dim W~(A') = 2K - 2(k + 1). (3.2) 
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We next consider the case when f~ consists of N quadrilaterals with one common interior 
vertex (see Figure 3). Suppose that the quadrilaterals have been numbered in the clockwise 
direction. Let ci stand for the edge between Qi and Qi+l, i = 1, . . . ,  N - 1 and let eN be the 
edge common to QAr and Q1. Without loss of generality, we assume that the common vertex lies 
at the origin. In order to ensure the C 1 continuity of the rational pieces qi and qi+l along the 
edge ei (i = 1, . . . ,  N -  1), we match the values of pieces and their normal derivatives at any 
N-1  
two sets of k + 1 distinct points along el. Thus for ensuring the C 1 continuity of q on U Qi, 
i----1 
we need a total of 2(N - 1)(k + 1) conditions. It remains to examine the C 1 continuity of q on 
eN. As a consequence of the foregoing conditions, the constant and the linear terms of qN and 
ql match automatically. This reduces three conditions (and no more unless N = 4 and v is a 
singular vertex) for C 1 continuity requirement along eg. If N = 4 and v is singular, then along 
the fourth edge e4, constant and the linear terms both in qN and ql as well as in their normal 
derivatives match automatically. Thus, in this case only 2(k + 1) -  4 constraints are needed along 
eg to ensure the C 1 continuity of q on f~. We therefore conclude that 
N [K - 2(k + 1)] + 3, if v is not singular, 
dim W~(A*) = N [g  - 2(k + 1)] + 4, if v is singular. 
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Figure 3. Partit ion with one interior vertex. 
We thus prove the following [5,6]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a, ~ and 7 respectively denote the number of quadrilaterals, interior edges 
and interior vertices in the partition A*. Then 
dim W~(A*) = oK  - 2j3(k + 1) + 37 -t- 6, (3.3) 
where 6 denotes the total number of singular vertices in A *. 
We now consider a general partition A of f~ into convex quadrilaterals in place of A*. Intro- 
ducing for convenience, a number 6i(i = 1, . . . ,  ~), which is zero if (3.1) is satisfied between the 
quadrilaterals with ei as the common edge and is one otherwise, we shall prove a more general 
version of Theorem 3.1. 
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THEOREM 3.2. 
dim W~(A)  = aK  - 2~(k + 1) -  ~ ~i + 37 + 6 -d ,  
i--1 
where d is the number  o f  degenerate singular vertices in A.  
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. We notice that for two Wr-functions to match in C1-fashion across 
any edge ei, (/c + 1) conditions in terms of their values and/c + I + ~ conditions in terms of their 
normal derivatives are needed along e~. A little calculation shows that reduction of one condition 
for C I continuity requirement which occurs in the case of singular vertex does not appear in the 
case of a degenerate singular vertex. This proves the assertion. 
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